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Problem:

Every christmas I make pancakes for my family, 
so I thought,  “how can I make a machine that 
pours pancake batter?”



Topic Research.

The 6 simple machines in a rube goldberg 
machine
The wedge
The lever 

The screw
The wheel and axle 
The pulley 
The inclined plane



Ideas for Solutions:

Name and/or sketch ideas that might solve the problem

Using dominoes to make a toy car fall down 
and set off something 

Make a broken yoyo into a pulley 

Use stuff from my house

.



Design & Build Product:
My Rube Goldberg Device



Step 1 : The Screw & Ramp

Step 2: dominoes



Step 3: wheel & axle + ramp 
Car with Needle rolls down 
ramp to pop balloon

Step 4:Balloon pops & sets of 
pulley



Step 5: pulley - Balloon pops and 
drops rock, which lifts bottle with 
crepe mix

Step 6: mix pours into the funnel 
& the ramp down to the pan



Explanation and Failed Attempt



Sixth Attempt! Success!



Design Successes of Design Failures of Design Possible Improvement

1
The pulley worked The pancake batter 

was too thick and the 
clamps kept breaking 
or not working

Make a second design 
without clamps. Make 
Crepes instead of 
pancakes

2
The pulley worked 
well. And the machine 
Worked twice.

The batter kept 
dripping on our 
counter

Stabilize the bottle so 
that it will stay in the 
funnel

3

:



Improve:
Failures:
The bottle kept dripping on our counter instead of in the 
funnel.

P. The pancake batter was too thick.
S. I used crepe batter instead



Conclusions:

In the end my product worked, it was important to 
me to figure out how to do this to show myself i’m 
not a total dummy at science. 
As I went along I found problems and fixed them.
And, If I ever make a third product, I will improve 
my rube goldberg machine by stabilizing the 
pouring mechanism.



Resources:
Rube Goldberg: 

https://www.rubegoldberg.com/
How to Build a Rube Goldberg Machine: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eg4KbgAoA0o
How to Build a Rube Goldberg Machine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iemItSAT9Ew
Rube Goldberg: The Father of Inventions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40AO2RdEixs




